"...In Bloodstained Mist, the Lunar Sphere morphed into a vision of That which shall be. The Hunger aroused by the moon at full boiled in the blood of men, awakening the innermost Beast... all were free..."

By Scorpios January 1999 C.E.

Preface:

This is where I as the author and creator of these scriptures, has taken the liberty to express my overall philosophies, views, and thoughts I felt are important concerning the following scriptures. If author notes and comments bore you, feel free to skip ahead. However this may be of interest to those who wish to take more than the casual look and interest into the subjects contained within these writings. I am by no means an experienced author or possessing the degrees and scholastic knowledge one commonly has to be an acknowledged author, (my grammar, punctuation, and run on sentences is clear evidence of this)! However, these writings are about information, instruction and WISDOM, a word I will give my definition for in just a few moments. Just a few notes ago I read writing on Sigil Magick by an author who started by saying: "English is not my Native language so please forgive my grammatical errors". Though this persons English was better than a lot of people who possess the language as their native tongue, it was still not equivalent to an experienced author and had it's share of errors. The important factor is, I learned from this individual's writings and his points were expressed successfully. This is my goal with these writings, despite my skills (or lack of) for presenting this material in a uniform manner.

Now, I shall cover the word or concept of WISDOM. Wisdom is not knowledge, it is not power and it is not experience but it is a lethal combination of these three traits. Anyone can read and learn something, there is still lack of knowledge. You cannot know something without experiencing it, likewise you can't experience something without knowing about it and say that you know everything about it because of your experience. It is like someone reading out of a book an example of an OBE (Out of Body Experience) from reading descriptive details one can know what it is like and picture the sensations. However, until you experience an OBE, you have now wisdom of the sensation. So the equation is: KNOWLEDGE + EXPERIENCE = WISDOM. This is the ultimate definition of this word
"WISDOM". How do you know something exists? A simple question but this receives on the average, an incorrect answer. The correct answer is not "faith". It is not "knowledge" and it is not "belief". All these answers are an excuse, not an answer that solves the question. The only correct answer is: "If you can experience something, than it exists". This may not sound relevant to anything important right now but I urge you to read on and then come back to this Question and Answer I have presented. This ties in with the realm of dreams and you will come to learn, with dedication, devotion and strife, that a dream is much, much more than it is commonly given credit for... to say the least!

I shall attempt to break everything down in these writings to a tangible and sufficient mans of learning, study and advancement. Consider this a sort of Grimoire that has been handed down to the public, notes our taken from my own book of shadows and studies and I am presenting conclusions from my own experiments, results, and opinionated hypothesis. I myself don't care for others opinions and I will assume you readers are the same. I am not here to tell you what to do, what to believe and what is 'law', that is not my wish but if that is what you search for, there are plenty of organizations, authors and groups out there that I am quite sure would be much more suitable for you than what you will find here.

I leave an invitation to make out of this what you will, question everything and most important, remember this useful equation of wisdom that I have above mentioned (which I also invite you to question, for your own assurance!). Anyone who must follow one set of doctrines, rules, laws, religions, conclusions, etc. This is most likely not the writings you will be interested in.

Now that I have rambled on long enough (perhaps more), I will get to the intentions and points of this book. I do estimate I will receive a large array of responses to these writings and I look forward to all of them, the hatred and the love. For I will not close my eyes in pre-judgment and I have learned not to close the doors of my mind to any possibilities of learning, which is ultimately for my own desires and myself. I now present to the first chapters of many to follow of LIBER LUNA SANGUINUS.

Liber Crash Course:

To begin any of the exercises, rites or methods instructed in this book, I will start with the most important (and perhaps most tedious) part: Dreaming (and remembering). To be able to work on dreaming, you first must begin to remember dreaming, a problem the majority of society and domestication face. Everyone dreams, several times each time they fall into the spell of sleep. The problem is remembering. How many dreams do you remember every morning when you awaken from your coma like slumber? The answer of course will vary. However chances are, you do not remember even half (if any) of the dreams you have each time you fall asleep. This is the first step to exploring the world of dreams and the first gate you must pass to realize the difference between dreaming and waking, fantasy and reality.

Whether you remember your dreams or not. This next step is very necessary if you wish any results from this book's instructions. Results can be achieved by ignoring this step but your results will be 'half-ass' and you will be settling for second best. Not a good way to work when focusing on your self.

Book Of Dreaming:

-This method is widely used, referred to as a dream book, dream journal, dream diary, etc. etc. - It is quite simple at takes little effort other than a few moments of your time after waking. To begin, find something to write in, anything will suffice from some scratch paper to an exquisite blank paged book for you to fill the pages of. Something that you can keep organized and well preserved is the most important factor. Use this book and keep care of it.

Starting from the day you make this book, before falling asleep, write down the information of your conditions you are going to sleep in. Start with the date and time and basic information. You can keep this simple or make it as complex and detailed as you wish going as far as to record the phases of the
moon, planetary positions, your diet and mind frame, how much sleep you had the night before, where you are sleeping, who you are sleeping with, etc. Important thing is to record what you feel is important and influential of your dreams/sleep. When you wake up, take a few moments to remain motionless, do not move from the position you wake up in and do not begin thinking about your day that is ahead of you. Simply let your thoughts focus on your dreams and see what you can remember, after taking a brief amount of time for this, write down what you have been able to recall in your book concerning your dreams. If you remember only for example, "Being in a white room" write this down and describe all (if any) emotions you recall having in the dream, feelings to the atmosphere, etc. Describe the scenario of your dream as detailed as possible. If you do not remember any dreams what so ever. Write this down (after you have tried at least for 5 full minutes to remember your dreams!). However, it is best to avoid writing something like "I don't remember shit"!!! Instead if you recall nothing, if anything, write down the state of mind you wake up in, and the state of mind you fell asleep in and take note of your degree of sleep (i.e. "Tonight I slept very deeply, not even a 3rd world war could have woken me."). If you have no recollection of your dreams what so ever, be persistent. If you are doing this correctly and maintain effort, within a maximum of approximately a week and a half, you will begin to have success. Also, if you follow the procedures and methods I am going to recommend further in these writings on top of your book of dreaming, you will find your time to reach success in remembering your dreams to be greatly reduced.

The main key for success in dream recall through the method of a Book of Dreaming is persistence. Even after you are able to recall our dreams without effort, it is important you do not stop or slack off on recording your dreams every day within our book. If something prohibits you from writing in your book in the morning when you wake, do not stop, simply take the first opportunity you have to write even a brief summary of your dreams, even if this is the next evening after, it is important to take this action. This is not only important for maintaining the ability to recall your dreams but it is also extremely important to have success within the rituals, methods, and exercises that I will presenting in these writings.

Mind Control

Now that you know how to start remembering what happens in your mind, it is time to take the first step, which exists on a seemingly endless, winding, staircase to begin gaining control over the actions of your own mind. There is a conditioning the majority of people today have been subjected to known as "Domestication" - in many ways this seems like a good thing and in many ways it is, physically. However in many ways Mentally and Spiritually, it has destroyed many qualities once possessed by (Wo)Man. What I am talking about, I have seen discussed and explained by a variety of other authors. The most suitable and tangible explanation I have come across is the words of Peter Carroll in his book "Liber Null & the Psychonaut" where he has a chapter called the Psychic Censor. He refers to this domestication (Wo)Man has been victim of as a "Psychic Censor" in our minds. If you have read any books on Magick, whether it book on Wicca to Goetic Demonology most likely you have heard authors and Magickians talk of how much more 'open' and sensitive children are to energy and seeing things paranormal that most adults don't. Based on studies this can essentially be considered fact. Children possess something we don't. Unfortunately they, like us lose this 'something' as they age and become more and more subjected to the teachings, ways and brainwashing of society. They learn what they are taught and the ones who excel, learn to question what they are taught. The mind is much more powerful than credit is given, it can be conditioned to allow you to see things that are not there and allow you to be blind to things right in front of your face. This part of the mind that Subconsciously controls the Conscious is what is censoring how you perceive things and what you perceive. A concrete and good example of this is dreams. Everyone dreams, this is fact backed with scientific evidence. However in normal society what is a dream?? It is for majority, discarded as babbling of your mind that mean and represent nonsense. Because of this collective mentality the majority of society possesses, many of us
have been conditioned to not even remember our dreams. We have been programmed to discard them as unimportant fantasies to such a subconscious level that we go to the extent of not even acknowledging their existence! Though it has taken years of aging for us to develop this wall within our own mind, the wall can be broken with the correct forces of one's own desire and willpower. This is a first step of the monotonous staircase within your mind that reaches you to self-control over your own mind!

**Importance of a Dream:**

There is much to be covered on this subject, however I will save much of this for later on first I feel it is necessary to briefly explain the possibilities of the meaning of a dream. Make the conclusions you wish, however here are some of the most reasonable paths I am aware of. I am not saying all or any of these are correct, what I believe should have no relevance to your experiments or beliefs. For now, just consider these examples as food for thought. I am only listing a brief amount of the infinite theories but with the tools of skepticism, experience, knowledge and wisdom, I have attempted to narrow things down to point that can be summarized.

What does a dream mean? I have not the answer to this question, only theories which I have chosen that I am assuming would be at least somewhat agreeable with many of the people who would read this book. An Occultic to an Atheistic viewpoint is being considered. A dream can be many things; some could consider it a message from the gods, other a message from your mind. Some could go along with the idea that it means nothing at all and s utter nonsense the mind spits forth within one's slumber. Whatever your view may be, I will attempt to explain why these readings should still be of interest. Starting with the most skeptical and close-minded view I can think of which is to say that dreams mean nothing and are only nonsense. If this is the case and/or your view, it should be considered, that your dreams still can at least allow you to do anything and everything. Consider this all fantasy if you wish however, if the interest of making your life more exciting through making your dreams a bit more vivid and at the least, using them for a playground to act out whatever you wish, I would suggest you read on and experiment with the given procedures. Not only will you accomplish the art of being able to control your dreams, you might even start to see things much differently. - Now, those who see dreams on a much more spiritual level, I feel there is little need to explain the importance of a dream, however it is obviously of something different than self amusement. The instructions and methods I will be presenting will open the gates of the astral and to your subconscious. Those of you interested in the psychological aspects of dreaming, well, I think once you read on and listen to the explanations of the rituals presented you will see much more than metaphysics and magick. The main point is, for those of you that feel dreaming is only a waste of time, then there is not much room for convincing however you should realizing that you are denying aspects of your own mind and thoughts with this way of belief. If you realize this and still wish to ignore what your dreams do or possibly mean and have power over, that is your will and as long as your doors are closed, there is no means of self-improvement. Dreams hold the key to the gate of many powers, the simplest of these powers and most tangible would be to know your own mind!

**Dream Stages:**

Science has found ways to analyze, dissect and print the very blue prints of dreaming. The Scientific and Metaphysical extremities concerning views and beliefs on dreaming have their extremes all right, however the parallels that are present are most fascinating. Basically the sleeper goes into dreams once they reach R.E.M. (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep. Several phases of R.E.M. sleep occur in one night's slumber, the most intense being approximately an hour before waking time and this is when you experience the dreams that you most commonly recall. We will later go more into R.E.M. sleep in greater detail but for now I will be covering a summarized outline of other phases of sleep that are of interest to the dreamer.
The first state of sleep and dreaming is called the HYMNAGOGIC STATE, which is pertaining to the period of drowsiness between wakefulness and sleep. This is when you are half way across the veil of sleep in scientific terms and halfway across the veil of the abyss in occultic terms. It is a very interesting state to experience and observe and I have yet to meet any person that has not semi-consciously experienced this state. Here is a scenario I think the majority of people have experienced. You are falling asleep as soon as you leave your consciousness behind, you are jolted awake by the sensation of falling and find yourself lying exactly where you fell asleep. This is one of the many forms of a Hypnagogic hallucination. These hallucinations are common in this state of pre-sleep and vary from the falling sensation to auditory hallucinations, commonly of hearing your name called out to visual hallucinations, sometimes faces, sometimes geometric shapes, sometimes the startling vision of seeing a figure standing over you. A similar type of sensation(s) also occurs when you are waking up, this is referred to as the HYPNOPOMPIC STATE, where the sleeper/dreamer is just crossing the veil into wakefulness. The result of this state are a bit different, more sluggish however there are exceptions, such as one would wake up for a dream or more likely a nightmare and start screaming until they have the few seconds to realize that it was "all just a dream" Another common example of the Hypnopompic state would be for those who wake to an alarm clock. Usually in the morning hours just before waking you are in the middle of a dream, it is common to have a dream and hear the alarm clock in your dream and sluggishly awaken to realize it has been going off in your bedroom for the last 5 minutes! These two states of in-between sleep and wakefulness are very interesting when taking an examination through a scientific outlook as well as a metaphysical or paranormal outlook. The last stage of dreaming I wish to discuss in this section is that of LUCID DREAMING. Chances are everyone has experienced a lucid dream but many if not most people do not recall these dreams. LUCID DREAMING is when you are dreaming and you realize it and gain consciousness. There are levels of Lucidity one can reach in a dream starting from simply knowing you are dreaming but still not being able to shake that monster that is chasing you to the extent of knowing you are dreaming and being able to control everything in your environment and being able to do anything you wish. Lucidity is normally experienced after you star a normal dream. Commonly something you see in the dream or do will trigger in your mind that you are dreaming and that is where it all begins. Many accounts reported are similar. Here is an example of one that one lucid dreamer reported within scientific experiments: "I dreamt I was walking down a street to my house, I noticed that the houses had all changed on my street, at that point I realized I was must be dreaming and decided I could fly home instead of walking and from there began flying, the sensation was so vivid and life-like I was not exactly convinced I was not dreaming and began to fear that I would fall from my flight. I was very excited by the sensation and shortly after I woke up". This is a very common and average scenario of a lucid dream. It is also common to awaken out of the dram or simply lose lucidity shortly after going lucid, this is most likely from excitement. Words alone cannot explain the sensation of being lucid and I have found no feeling that matches it in intensity. - My studies within dreaming and lucid dreaming were driven by a 'thirst' after I experienced my first lucid dream that I was able to remember after waking. After that taste of absolute freedom, power and control, I was determined to master this art and have learned many techniques to make this possible, most of which I will be presenting here.
LEVELS OF LUCIDITY:

As I briefly mention here in the previous section, Lucidity within dreams is experienced on different levels. The lowest being that you simply realize you are dreaming but remain without any power or control of your dream, sometimes not even the ability to wake up at will! Then there is when you can control what you do in your dream, whether it is to fly, breathe under water, or simply murder everyone you see! This success you have with what you wish to do tends to fluctuate, for example I recall a lucid dream I had where I was able to fly at wish, however instead of gliding through the air gracefully, I was moving with little control of my altitude and not much more control of my direction. I felt like a helium balloon at the mercy of the winds. Then, there is the ultimate stages of Lucidity where you can control everything you wish, you can shape-shift into any animal or beast you desire, change your surroundings and atmosphere to whatever you wish, the possibilities are endless. These are just 3 basic levels I have described of Lucid Dreaming. There are of course, countless levels of lucidity that can be experienced in between all of these states.

Basically, in a lucid dream there are roughly three factors that determine the type of lucid dream:

1) The Realization: being aware that you are dreaming.
2) The Confirmation: the act of establishing the truth
3) The Control: having power of your actions and dream

With all of the above three aspects combined you can experience a full blown Lucid Dreaming which I assure you, you will find nothing to equal this sensation. The first step, Realization is perhaps the hardest since it is the starting point you must reach to begin your path to Confirmation and Control. This requires determination and persistence the next section will begin with methods for gaining this first step and entering the gates of lucidity. Do keep in mind however, Lucidity is a major focus in this book but it is not the ultimate. Once lucidity is obtained and you are on the path of mastering this art, you will now be on the path to something far beyond what is normally considered "dreaming".

Methods of Inducing Lucidity:

These first two methods I will present are taken from Dr. Stephen LaBerge (author of LUCID DREAMING) and are methods he developed in his studies of Lucid Dreaming. I have used these methods and continue to do so to this day as they have proven to be very effective. First the MILD method (Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreams) and second the WILD method (Waking Induction of Lucid Dreams).

Mild Technique
(from Lucid Dreaming FAQ)

Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreams
Developed by LaBerge and used by him to induce lucid dreams at will during his Ph.D. study, MILD is practiced during the night.

1. Setup Dream Recall
Set your mind to awaken from dreams and recall them. When you awaken from a dream, recall it as completely as you can.

2. Focus Your Intent
While returning to sleep, concentrate single-mindedly on your intention to remember to recognize that you're dreaming. Tell yourself: "Next time I'm dreaming, I want to remember I'm dreaming." Try to feel that you really mean it. Focus your thoughts on this idea alone. If you find yourself thinking about anything else, let it go and bring your mind back to your intention to remember.

3. See Yourself Becoming Lucid
At the same time, imagine that you are back in the dream you just woke from (or another one you have had recently if you didn't remember a dream on awakening), but this time you recognize that it is a dream. Look for a dream sign—something in the dream that demonstrates plainly that it is a dream. When you see it say to yourself: "I'm dreaming!" and continue your fantasy. Imagine yourself carrying out your plans for your next lucid dream. For example, if you want to fly in your lucid dream, imagine yourself flying when you come to the point in your fantasy that you "realize" you are dreaming.

4. Repeat Until Your Intention is Set
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until your intention is set; then let yourself fall asleep. If, while falling asleep, you find yourself thinking of anything else, repeat the procedure so that the last thing in your mind before falling asleep is your intention to remember to recognize the next time you are dreaming.
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WILD Technique (Wake Induction of Lucid Dreaming)

1- Perform the above methods for MILD.

2- Before falling asleep, arrange to be woken up 1 hour before your normal waking time. If you must, use an alarm clock but it is best to find an alternative method such as having someone wake you. - An alarm clock tends to distract you and makes you lose the position you wake up in when you turn it off.

3 After waking up, concentrate on recalling your dreams. Spend about an hour (no longer) awake. DO not fall back asleep yet. It is best to read about astral projection, dreaming and/or OBE’s (Out of Body Experiences) to help focus your mind. Avoid drinking caffeine or high-energy foods. After an hour of wakefulness, fall back asleep for another hour with the intent of having a lucid dream. This method is highly recommended and tends to be very successful.

Along with these methods it is also extremely helpful to take about 1/2 to 1 milligram of Melatonin before going to sleep. This seems to be helpful with all stages of dream working.

Stages of Sleep:

Now we shall take a further look into the stages that occur within sleep. Lucid Dreaming usually occurs within the stages of R.E.M. sleep. Sleep is characterized by a series of levels or stages that have been
The stages are 1, 2, 3, 4, and REM. The first 4 stages are all classified as NREM (Non-REM) sleep. Stages 3-4 are both classified as “Delta” sleep and is when the brainwaves produce large, low frequency waves. During REM sleep, this is recognized through science by active brain functions, bursts of rapid eye movement, occasional muscle twitches, etc. If you observe a sleeper in these states you will see these signs. This is also with animals. Research has shown that the most vivid states of dreaming occur within the REM stages.

The dream levels work on a cycle throughout the night. You first commence REM sleep approximately 90 minutes after falling asleep, the duration of REM can last from 5-20 minutes. As the sleep goes further, the intervals between REM sleep grow shorter, making the lengthiest and most intense stages of REM sleep at the second half of our slumber and the right before waking. Using the method of calculating when you will be in REM sleep by knowing that this occurs roughly every 90 minutes of your sleep, you can arrange to be woken up in the middle of an REM period and this will result in vivid recall of your dream. It is the first four patterns of the sleep cycle that tend to make your dreams foggy in remembrance. REM sleep can last up to periods of one hour towards the final hours of your sleep. It is also interesting to know that most of the muscles and body undergoes paralysis well REM sleep occurs to prevent us from physically acting out in dreams. However there are rare exceptions of this such as Sleepwalking and the more bizarre Sleep Drunkenness, which is where people have been known to commit extreme acts such as murder while under the spell of sleep. Knowing and understanding how the stages of sleep work not only encourage your results of lucid dreaming but also make ways for you to develop your own methods and ways of inducing Lucidity to quality degrees.

Additional Methods:

There are several methods to induce lucidity, I will present all that I have worked with that have proven to be worthwhile. I would suggest you try all methods and several combinations until you find a suitable and comfortable method for yourself, you might find that you need to alternate methods as well to maintain your success.

Of course the most important step is dream recall. This has already been discussed at the beginning of this book, without this, expect no results. A lucid Dream will not be much of an experience for you if you can’t even remember it!

Now, you must begin to start acknowledging when you are dreaming and when you are awake. Perhaps this sounds simple however this task can prove to be much more difficult than imagined. How often are you in a dream and don’t realize you are dreaming? Chances are this is how the majority of your dreams are. Now, how often are you awake and think you are dreaming??? You would likely answer to this question “Never”. However how many times do you question yourself in wakefulness and ask yourself if you are dreaming??? If you do not do this is your waking state of being, I most assure you that it will be very rare for you to do this in a dream, and questioning the dream is the key to becoming aware that you are dreaming: lucidity! So, you must begin asking yourself throughout the day “Am I dreaming?” take a few seconds to think and ponder on this question before you auto-reply with the answer “NO”. Think about how you could ask yourself this question in a dream and how easily it would be to answer incorrectly. Look for signs that confirm the reality that is around you. Also, once you have your Book of Dreaming in the works, you should review your dreams, look for symbols or suggestions that seem to reoccur or have things in common that would not happen or be present in normal wakefulness. - The act of questioning whether or not you are dreaming sounds simple. However I have found to be persistent through a normal day with this is not a matter of will. I assure you that you will find yourself forgetting during the middle of your day and only remembering right before and after sleep to ask yourself this question. Here are two ‘tricks’:

1) Use a wristwatch, set an alarm to go off every hour and when you hear that alarm, stop and ask yourself if you are dreaming.
2) If the alarm watch is not an option, draw a large letter “C” on the back of your hand (for consciousness) and every time you see it, stop and ask your self “Am I dreaming”.

These methods that are above mentioned not only help you distinguish when you are dreaming and when you are awake but they also get you in the subconscious habit of performing this act throughout the day. Keep this up for a few days. Soon enough you will find yourself looking at your watch or hands in a dream and be able to answer “yes” to your question.

Also, for some reason, looking at your hands in a dream seems to be effective for inducing Lucidity and realizing that you are dreaming. I have read different theories on this which all have good points but they will not be discussed here since it is not relevant to this section.

Pondering and recognizing when you are and are not dreaming is a major key, study when you are not dreaming and imagine what it would be like if you were dreaming. All this is methods of (self) mind control and results in the programming of your subconscious, not to mention lucid dreaming.

**Lucidity Achieved:**

Once you have had a lucid dream there are several things you will notice. One being the most common is waking up shortly after becoming Lucid. This is a truly aggravating occurrence to those who put much work into their Lucidity. I believe it is a combination of excitement and fear of waking that results to this. However, there are many methods I have learned and experimented with that can make your lucid dream last longer than a brief moment. One thing to realize is very often when you find yourself awakening from a lucid dream, you are still dreaming! This is a false awakening and though at the time will seem absolutely real, you will later after awakening realize it was all a dream. Sounds confusing and when it occurs, it is confusing, however there is a room for understanding in this realm.

Here are the methods for prolonging lucid dreaming that I have found most useful:

1- The Tornado- When your dream starts to fade, the first thing your start to loose is your sense of vision. When you feel this beginning to occur, imagine yourself to be a tornado or whirlpool and visualize yourself spinning around. Very commonly you will come into a completely different setting than what you were dreaming however your lucidity will remain and you do have the possibilities of changing your environment or Twisting into yet another setting. - I noticed a common experience I would have with this method would be that I would have my eyes closed (dream eyes) and have a fear of opening them and that it would cause me to awaken. I think the reason behind this is that the state of lucid dreaming is so life like to reality I would imagine my dream eyes to be my physical eyes. When I would get myself to open my eyes I would either go back into the dream or more commonly be in my sleeping chambers while still dreaming. Other results have occurred in false awakenings.

2- Sense of Touch- Another useful method when your lucid dream begins to fade is to explore your sense of touch. Touch something with your hands, whether it is your face, the ground, anything with texture and focus on what you feel. This seems to distract the mind in a way and keep you occupied in your dream long enough to keep it from fading to wakefulness.

3- The Death Bed- This method can be used if you have lost lucidity or if you have woken up from your dream (lucid or not) - It is quite simple. Once you wake up, remain motionless, keep your eyes closed and literally “play dead”. You will find that you will very quickly return into the land of dreaming, commonly to the same dream you exited from.

Using these methods, along with dedication, and persistence, you should have no reason not to be able to indulge within the art of Lucid Dreaming. From here you can begin your path to mastering this art. I would recommend looking into organizations such as the Lucidity Institute, the Monroe Institute and
other organizations devoted to the research of Lucid Dreaming if you feel the need to study this in more
depth. I doubt you will find much more information that will be useful to induce Lucidity that you have
not found here. You will be able to find different accounts of people’s lucid dreams, studies and results
and more interesting information.

Another thing that may be of interest to look into are lucid dream induction machines. I am aware of
three or four companies, which design these, though I have not used them they sound like they would be
helpful. They are basically a set of goggles you wear while going to sleep, they are able to detect when
you are in REM sleep and send some sort of signal to induce lucidity. I know these are rather costly. If
you are merely interested in having a lucid dream than perhaps this is something to look into but if you
wish to gain control over your own mind, there are no mechanical shortcuts.

II LIBER FLIGHT

This second chapter is about Astral Projection. Astral Projection and Lucid Dreaming have many
parallels. However one is considered Metaphysic and the other, Scientific. The ideas of an astral body is
nothing new in society, this idea has been known to exist since (Wo)Man has been in existence. Whether
you want to consider your astral body your spirit or a mass of energy consisting of etheric currents is
completely up to you. However these following writings will be treating and referring to your Astral
Body as your inmost self, the force or entity which animates you physical body and where your mind
resides.

The methods for astral projection are many. I will be covering a few of them that are all in varying
manners but that I have found to be the most successful. A large variety of books are published on this
subject, many of which I feel are a waste of paper. This chapter is not to prove the reality of Astral
Projection or to say whether it is a state of dreaming or an act of actually leaving your body. That is
something you can distinguish for yourself. Just remember, to make a decision for this until you have
experienced the phenomena would not only be pre-judgment but speaking blindly in ignorance without
wisdom of the subject.

Like Lucid Dreaming, Astral Projection comes with much work and patience except for the handful of
fortunate individuals that have this happen with little or no effort at all. Assuming you are not one of
these ‘gifted’ individuals I shall proceed with the scriptures of Liber Flight.

Chances are you have experienced brief moments of Astral Projection without even realizing this. For
example have you ever been moving in a direction at a fast speed and jolted to a sudden stop?? The
sensation of your consciousness leaving your physical body slightly occurs with this sensation. Though
a much better example is when you are falling asleep to and jolted awake with the sensation of falling.
The truth is, you are falling. Every time you go into sleep your astral wanders. It is easiest to be able to
recognize and be consciously aware of this as your astral body is in between leaving or entering your
physical body. So beings that you achieve astral projection every night, the hard part is staying
conscious while this occurs!

This by no means is an easy task. I will present several techniques though which will make quite a
worthy map for your journey out of your body.

One good technique I have recently discovered is to start getting better acquainted with the Veil of the
Abyss, the Veil of Waking and Sleep. To do this when you are laying down relaxing, ready o fall asleep,
rest you elbow next to you on the bed and extend your hand and forearm into the air. As soon as you begin to drift into sleep your hand/arm will fall and this will wake you back up. This exercise is successful for keeping your conscious alert. Another method that has more or less the same results is to fall asleep on your back with a pillow resting on your chest. As soon as you fall asleep you will be awakened and with this methods, you tend to awaken just as your astral body begins to separate from the physical. Observe and make note of the sensations and occurrences that take place, they will vary but the more you learn, and experience, the more sense it will all begin to make.

**The Dream Gate:**

This is a method I have found through personal experience. I am sure I am not the only one that uses this method but I have read about it nowhere and since it is (for me) the easiest way to achieve conscious astral projection, I will present this method first before going through the more common steps of relaxation, meditation, etc. - The only pre-requisite for this method is being able to be successful with lucid dreaming. Once you are lucid, your mind tends to work and be driven in strange matters so it may take several attempts to achieve this or it could occur within your first lucid dream that occurs as it did with me. It is common once you go lucid to carry out strange instincts one would not normally choose for first choice in waking life considering that you can do virtually anything once lucid. In general the urges of sexual nature and flying seem predominant within lucid dreams. This is understandable but when you actually think that you could be doing anything you possibly could imagine or wish, it starts to seem that maybe flying and fornication would not necessarily be your first choice when waking. I am assuming this urges have a psychological reference and perhaps it is part of primal urges that are unleashed when you are once again using a part of your mind that society has buried long ago. However, next time you are lucid, leave your body. It is quite easy beings that you don’t have to go through the tedious steps of getting into a trance (since you are already there)! I found that I simply will to leave my body and I was able to achieve astral projection. The sensation was intense enough being lucid but it was increased incredibly when I left my body. - I have had difficulty in some lucid dreams with simply willing to leave my body and found other techniques. The most helpful is what I call the Stargate method. All you need do is look up at the sky. If you are inside go out side. If it is daytime look anyway into the sky until you see a star, expect to see the star and it will appear, usually with many others to follow. Focus on one star that seems to be attracting your attention the most. You will then be able to feel a pulling sensation from the star, try to rise up towards the star. At first it may feel like a million rubber bands are holding you to the ground and that you are stretching back and forth. If this occurs, remain focused, you will notice with each rebound from this “rubber band” effect, you will begin stretching farther and farther from the ground until you are finally ascending towards the star.

The sensation I experience I will explain however this will most likely vary from person to person, though many of these sensations are similar or common to other’s experiences while out of body. I first experience a pulsing sensation, it is like a ringing that can be felt inside in waves of intensity, the more into the astral I slip, the more intense the pulsating becomes, sometimes the sensation seems too intense, like something is going to explode but once you have broken free from your body, the sensation begins to go less and less noticeable. Usually I start ascending towards the sky, a star. I start ascending slowly while in a soft rotation. As I increase altitude I also increase speed and rotation. From this point I usually have the options of floating through what sees like a type of void or going to a preconceived destination. I have arrived in preconceived destinations generally in two different ways. 1) I will ascend towards the star and the speed and spinning get so intense that the stars are seen as lines (such as the movie Star Wars during a space warp) and all the sudden I lose all senses for a brief second and begin gaining consciousness in the destination planned. 2) I ascend towards the star in the same manner and experience the same ‘blackout’ sensation but then am able to descend back to earth very quickly and find whichever destination I am looking for. On top of all these common occurrences you may very well likely just find yourself within your physical body and simply float right out of it once you get used to
the disorientation of being in your astral body. I have also had astral projection occur in this manner where I just arrive in a destination that was not planned. I sometimes am familiar with the place but more often times the place is foreign to me. This seems to happen less the more I experiment with astral travel but still persistently occurs.

**The Astral Senses:**

One thing you can expect when first venturing within the astral is a need to develop your senses. Your sense of vision is what you will perhaps notice first is lacking. It will most likely be foggy or no visibility at all. It is much like the sensation of being asleep for a lengthy period of time in a dark room and having the lights abruptly turn on and waiting for our eyes to adjust. You will feel very awkward at first in your astral body, you will be like a child learning to walk, talk and be coherent to what you experience. The only remedy I know of for this is experience, persistence and time to develop your senses within the astral. Eventually, you will develop your astral body and learn to use it.

The senses of your astral can be considered E.S.P. - You speak through Telepathy, you see through clairvoyance, you touch through Telekinesis, etc, etc. - This will make much more sense once you achieve conscious astral projection so I will not spend the time to explain this.

**THE KINGDOM OF SHADOWS:**

The following is a description of a place I have seen and experienced within (or perhaps beyond) the astral realms. I know not of others who have experienced this realm but I know of others who seem to reside their. I believe these “others” are pure of astral and without a physical confinement. This “realm” has inspired the lyrics for the Crimson Moon song which I penned titled “Kingdom of Shadows” - The lyrics are available in whole to those who are interested however since I tend to write in metaphoric and hidden phrases, I will exhume some of the buried meanings of particular chosen passages of this song. I will first explain why I have chosen to name this “place” the Kingdom Of Shadows. A few years back when first getting heavily into the study and practice of Astral Projection. I had an experience that was unlike any others. It started with the descriptions I have given of feeling “vibrations” and a feeling of disorientation... after self-examination as to whether I was dreaming, or possibly going insane.

I eventually came to the conclusion that I was in a high and focused state of consciousness and this was not a ‘dream’ as you would think. After accepting I was experiencing something real and evident, my senses slowly came to me. First the perception of touches and sound, then the perception of smell and taste and last the perception of sight. I felt a strong urge to rise amongst the stars, once I thought about this, I found my essence floating upwards and being carried on towards the sky. The moon seemed to be particularly calling out to me as I gazed out into the countless and seemingly endless spheres. I felt what I would describe as a gravitational pull sensation and was approaching the moo at a very intense speed which grew in intensity the closer I reached. I could see everything crystal clear it seemed. I could start making out the craters of the Moon even, after I reached a certain point I could see color within the Moon. A deep scarlet red glow... crimson to be precise... This I found shocking due to the fact that I have had several dreams of seeing the moon in the color of blood in the past. I once again checked and made sure that I was not dreaming. I was getting so near to the moon that it was all I could see, I saw no space around the horizons. I then went into a split second blackout and the black then formed a deep red sort of cloud. I found myself surrounded in a place of utter silence save for an eerie ‘roar’ The sound was the first thing that caught my attention and before I could closely observe the strange landscape I found that I was focusing on this “roar”. The sound was deep inside my head... I am not one to claim I have received telepathic messages but from what I have studied and from my assumptions, I would feel it is safe to say I could hear this violent roar through telepathic means. After pondering on the roar for
quite some time, I could make out that it was the sound of the Sea, waves crushing violently on the
shores and a chaotic fury of watery currents. - I then started looking around. I was in a type of forest, it
was night time from what I could tell but the atmosphere had a shade of grey that made things much
more visible. I looked up through the trees and could see strange shapes moving all around me. The
shapes seemed to be giving off energy and I was interpreting them as astral spirits. They appeared like
the silhouette of shadows amongst a deep grey background. Hard to make out in exact form but clearly
visible. I tried to focus on a single one and when I would, I would hear a whispering voice in my head,
though I was easily distracted from shape to shape, spirit to spirit and would shift focus to alternating
“shadows”. AT times I could hear the sound of what seemed like a hundred independent voices
whispering at an even where nothing was clearly understood and I could not even decipher whether or not
it was in English or not. The nature of these spirits’ wandering about made me a bit on edge. They
seemed almost lost but he way the were moving around through the same patterns made me think
otherwise. - I decided to wander onwards in this strange realm. I saw what looked like a clearing out
past the forest and I headed that way. I reached the edge of the woods to find a gigantic cliff on looking
a mighty Sea. The Sea was crushing against the cliffs furiously. I was struck with an extremely strange
feeling which I cannot begin to describe as I gazed into the seas watery depths... the best description I
could give is that I saw ‘something’ moving in the sea with radiant power beyond anything I could begin
to imagine. The only thing I could make clear of the shapes are what seemed and felt to be eyes, red in
stare and piercing in contact. The ‘eyes’ seemed to be very deep within the waters but the glow grew
stronger as I sat entranced by the stare. The seemed to be ascending towards the sea’s surface and with a
ghastly burst from the sea, what looked like a tornado of water came forth at an indescribable height. I
felt the wind from the force hit me before the approaching waters and was then filled with the sensation
of floating through this land. I was drifting amongst these shadows I was previously observing. The
winds seemed to carry me involuntarily. I could feel a strange current of energy through the wind, like it
was alive. I passively drifted throughout this Kingdom experiencing an onslaught of emotions. I seemed
to be feeling ecstasy, pain, enjoyment and depression every emotion imaginable along with their
opposites all simultaneously. It was like a potently pure form of Gnosis. I then seemed to fade away
from the setting and then was jolted back into my physical shell as if I had fallen from a great height
onto my back. - I still at that point was quite sure that it was not a dream or a hypnopompic hallucination
do to the atmosphere not under constant change and do to the clarity of my perception. After this
experience I have found the gate to this Kingdom only 2 other times but try many times to return.
Now I shall present the lyrical references from the song Kingdom of Shadows and the meanings, at
least some of them.

“I rise to Yesod (Sphere of the Moon) for from the blood I found life, I ascend into the glorious
Moonlight”

This is he beginning of the experience, I felt a drawing to the Moon, the moon was the color of blood
and I saw a life within this blood. I ascended towards it’s light and found this form of life.

“Into the woods of Bewitchment, the whispering winds carry souls of the dead”

This is when I first found myself amidst the nocturnal forest. I found these Shadows floating about me
and first thought they were perhaps spirits in the dead amongst a sort of limbo and lost. The whispers
came about my ears like wind.

“Onto the West shores of Water, I reach thy Kingdom’s edge, to embrace the cold winds of the
Nocturne as I gaze out into the Abyss. The eye of Tiamat unleashes its freezing stare”

This is when I reached the cliffs of the furious Sea, the Sea I have interpreted as the APSU or Abyss and
the presence within it, TIAMAT the Dragon of Primordial Chaos. The red eyes I see symbolic as the
Eye of Tiamat, her stare and breath brought me to a state of Consciousness I would consider pure gnosis, void of anything but containing everything... chaos.

“Thy Kingdom is Beauty, thy Kingdom is Pain, in the chaotic bliss of the Shadows”

This is referring simply to the state I experienced of the combination of emotions all at once. It was as if I was in agony but pleasure... impossible to explain with words however it was a feeling of eternity. A feeling I felt I could dwell within endlessly.

The lyrics go on of course with more references particular to this experience as well as other symbolic references to intertwine. I assume and hope you all read this experience with a healthy amount of skepticism. You may believe what you want, however my point in this section is to not only show what one of the many experiences possible is within the astral, but perhaps show and attempt to interpret a place that others may find... or be summoned.

THE DAEMON IN THE MIRROR.

(Pact of Awakening the Spirit-Self)

This Rite is to be performed away from disturbances in a dark place, preferably in the woods or a cave, and always in the dark where the eyes do not recognize things as the eyes do 'normally'. A few dim candles, incense, and a mirror (preferably a black scrying mirror) are the essential tools that will be needed. Mercurial currents are recommended to influence results.

I- Cleansing of Mind.
Spend as much time needed to clear thoughts from your mind, which will keep you unfocused. Time spent in silence and solitude away from people, until the filth of domestication can begin to be lifted. -

II- Construct a ritual circle, outside the circle, place your scrying mirror and incense facing you. Minimal lighting is required, a candle behind the mirror ad behind you back will suffice. The rest of the circle can be 'customized' to fit your working environment, given it is done rationally.

III- Awakening the Super Conscience. - Find a comfortable position you can remain in for a long period of time, preferably a meditative position where breathing and circulation can work their best. - While remaining motionless gaze into the mirror or a candle flame, do not focus to sharply with your stare just let your eyes do what feels natural. Keep a steady breathing pattern, if need be read up on breathing methods for meditation. Proceed gazing until trance has been reached. You will know when
this is and if you are not well focused, this may take much time and several attempts. Once this state is reached, you should begin to feel your own energy currents. Learn them well.

IV- Now, you must realize that your eyes are only a physical sense, which see only reflections of light, which your eyes send to the mind to construct images within the mind's eye. All that your eyes are "seeing" is light, and the light is touching your eyes. Therefore, all you see you are touching. From here let your eyes see what they wish to see in the mirror. The visions will be implanted deeply in your mind's eye to be "seen". From this point you must gaze into your own reflection, into you are looking into the reflections of your own pupils and can see the reflection of yourself, within the reflection of yourself in the mirror.

***From this point on, your results should be clearly evident as to how you shall proceed and carry out this Rite. No further instruction is required save for the proper closing of the Rite.***

V- The Closing. After you feel what you have accomplished satisfactory, you may carry on to further workings or end the Rite immediately. Always ending with a suitable form of Banishment. There are countless banishing Rites and unless you are working with a specific force or energy current, A personally adapted rite of banishing SHOULD suffice. Pay close attention to your dreams after performing this rite, regardless of results. This ritual is the path to the opening of the great Eye. Learn it well.

to be continued...